Pedro Pittella
Generations+ ERG
“Being an ERG leader matters to me because it is core to my
personal purpose of leaving everything that I touch better than
before and by doing so, also develop myself as human being.”

Winona Bolislis

Public Affairs & Policy Global
Deputy

Andria Cox
Ability+ ERG
“Leading the Ability+ ERG matters to me because we get to
change and challenge environmental and behavioral factors we
can all improve to ensure that we have the right spaces,
deliverables, and tools to ensure that all Sanofians experience a
workplace that is built with them in mind and removes barriers
to success. Together, we can discredit the bias that differently
abled = less abled and develop allies who are ready to upend
the status quo to showcase and elevate the full potential of our
people without limits.”

Fleur Chandler

Head of Market Access UK IE
Deputy

Folake Odediran
Culture and Origins+ ERG
“As I take on this great opportunity as the first global culture
and Origins+ ERG leader, I’m most humbled by the opportunity
and really excited about working with culture ERG members and
everyone. We hope to understand the diverse cultures at
Sanofi, increase our curiosity around the values of others, have
a shared understanding of what’s truly important to us, and
improve our collective capacity to create value and gain
competitive advantage in line with our all-in framework.”

Iman Mrabet

Strategic Portfolio & Project Manager
External Manufacturing GenMed
Deputy

Jake Prodoehl
Pride+ ERG
“Being the Pride+ ERG Leader matters to me because I am
committed to creating not only a workplace, but a world,
where everyone feels comfortable ‘living OUT loud’ as their
true, authentic self. I know personally how transformative
life can be when you embrace who you are and live the life
you were always meant to live. I, alongside Pride+, aspire
to equip the LGBTQ+ community and allies alike with the
support and resources to truly ‘live OUT loud.’ “

Debbie Woods

Head of Medical - Gen Med UKIE
Deputy

Sandra Aramburo
Gender+ ERG

“For several years, as a woman, I did not feel any bias in
my personal and professional development. However, an
experience changed my perception and allowed me to be
aware that I had bias and showed me the path for working
on them. Since that I have the purpose of giving back to
society what I had the privilege to learn so I am committed
to support other women´s journey.”

Angela Connelly

Director of TLL, diabetes US
Deputy

